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Overview of Software
Gateway Simulator is a software tool that allows the user to create logic
designs using basic logic components. The user is able to simulate the
behavior of real logic components in order to understand how they
work.
All logic circuits work through a combination of High (1) and Low (0)
signals being passed along wires out of one component and into one or
more other components. Typically, a logic circuit will begin with an
output-only component (such as a Switch, Button, or Clock for example)
and end with an input-only component (such as a Light or a SevenSegment Display for example). Any number of other logic gates may be
arranged between the ultimate input and ultimate output in order to
provide the desired functionality. Designs can be quite complex and in
fact whole computers can be created this way!
It is important to note that this manual assumes a basic level of
understanding about how logic circuits work. If the user is completely
unfamiliar with logic gates, please refer to outside sources to gain a
basic understanding.

Navigation
Overview of Navigation
The main working area in this software is referred to as the Grid Area
in this manual. Logic components immediately become active when
they are placed in the Grid Area, although nothing actually happens until
inputs are connected to outputs via Wires. For example, a Light placed
in the Grid Area has the potential to turn on immediately, however, it
will not do so until it receives a high signal (a “1” signal) by connecting it
using a Wire to a Switch or other component. As soon as the Light
receives a high signal, it will illuminate (i.e. turn yellow). See more
about Logic Components, Wires, etc. in other sections of this manual.
Placing Logic Components
Placing components in the Grid Area is accomplished using a Select-andClick method. That is, the user must Select the desired component from
the Logic Component Bar (See separate section of manual concerning
the Logic Component Bar). A particular component is “Selected” and
ready for placement when it is highlighted with light gray and has a blue
outline.

After selecting a particular component, the user clicks on the spot in the
Grid Area where the component should be placed. The component will
immediately appear in the Grid Area centered on the spot that was
clicked. To place another of the same component, simply click again in
another spot, and another identical component will be placed. This can
continue until a new component is Selected from the Logic Component
Bar. This is a much faster method of placing logic components than the

traditional Click-and-Drag method whereby the user must continuously
return to the Logic Component Bar in order to place additional identical
components.
An alternative method for placing multiple, identical components
quickly is the Copy-and-Paste method. This can be accomplished only
after at least one of the components has already been placed in the Grid
Area. Components can be copied and pasted individually or in groups.
(See the Copy and Paste function in The Menu Bar section of this
manual.)
Connecting Wires
Wires are represented by thick lines stretching between components in
the Grid Area. They appear white with a black outline when no current
is flowing, and turn yellow when current is flowing across them.

Every logic component has at least one small, blue square on it,
indicating an input or output node where a Wire can be connected.
Inputs must be connected to outputs. There are two methods for
connecting components together using Wires.
Note: A valid logic circuit will never have an input connected to an input
or an output connected to an output, and therefore, attempting to
connect a Wire in this way will not work.
Click-and-Drag Method: The user clicks on an output node of a
component and continues to hold the mouse button down while
dragging the mouse over to the input node of another device. With the
mouse hovering over the input node, the user releases the mouse button
and a wire is drawn between the desired input and output.

Click-and-Click Method: Some people find it quicker and easier to
simply click on the output node of one component and then click on the
input node of another component. Using this method, the Wire will be
drawn without having to hold the mouse button down while moving
between components.
Note: These methods work equally well if the input node is clicked first
followed by an output node (i.e. moving backwards in the logic circuit).
When connecting a lot of Wires, this is sometimes faster.
Rearranging Components
Once components are placed in the Grid Area, they can still be moved
around within the Grid Area, even if they have Wires attached to them.
To move a component, simply click and hold down on that component
while dragging your mouse pointer to the new desired location. The
component will move as the mouse moves. In order for this to work, the
component must be Selected, meaning that it currently has a blue box
around it. Most components can be Selected by clicking in the middle of
the component, however, Switches and Buttons work a little differently
because clicking in the middle of a Switch or Button toggles them
between the on and off positions (See separate discussions of Switches
and Buttons in the Logic Components section of this manual). To Select
a Switch or Button, the user must click on the outside of the component
near the blue outline.
Multiple components can be moved around the Grid Area together by
depressing the mouse button and dragging it to encompass all the
components to be moved. This causes all the enclosed components to
become Selected (i.e. they all have blue outlines around them). Once
multiple components are Selected, the user can click on any one of them
and drag to a new location. All selected components will move in
relation to each other to the new location.
When components are moved to a new location, Wires are stretched
and bent to accommodate the new position automatically. There is no
need to move the wires separately.

Moving Around the Grid Area
For more complex designs, it may be necessary to move outside the Grid
Area that initially displays on the screen. This can be accomplished in
multiple ways. To zoom in and out quickly, there is a sliding scale at the
bottom right of the screen that can be used to view more or less of the
Grid Area. Sliding the scale toward the “+” sign reveals more of the Grid
Area while sliding the scale toward the “-“ reveals less.
(Sliding Scale)

Also, clicking on the Hand icon in the Tool Bar activates “Pan” mode.
Once the user is in Pan mode, clicking and holding the mouse button
down on the Grid Area will allow the user to move the Grid Area around
to reveal other sections not currently displaying on the screen.

(Hand icon)

Tracing “Electrical Current” Through the Circuit
The point of any logic circuit is to flow electricity through components
when certain circumstances are met (such as turning a Switch on, for
example). Flowing “electricity” occurs when a High signal (a “1”) is
passed across a Wire from one component to another. Flowing
“electricity” is designated by a change of color. For example, when a
Switch or a Light is turned on, it turns yellow. Wires also appear yellow
when electricity is flowing across them. This is how the user knows
when a particular input is receiving a High signal.
It is also useful to refer to the Properties Window for each component to
better understand what the component is attached to and whether
electricity is flowing (See separate section concerning the Properties
Window).

The Menu Bar

The Menu Bar appears at the top of the screen and consists of “File”,
“Edit”, “View”, “Tools” and “Component”. For most options listed in the
Menu Bar, there is a fast-track option noted by the ⌘ symbol to the
right of the words in the Menu Bar. The ⌘ symbol signifies the
“Command” key on both a Mac and Windows computer. Also, each
function in the Menu Bar has a corresponding icon in the Tool Bar,
which can be used for faster access to the functions. Each Menu Bar
option is explained below.
File

“New” is used to create a new, blank Grid Area in order to begin a new
project. “Open” is used to select a project file that has been previously
saved. When a new file is created (“New”) or an existing project is
opened (“Open”), a new window is created and will become the active
window by default. Any other projects that are already open at the time
will still exist in separate windows. The user can switch between open
projects by right-clicking on the application icon to see a list of open
projects and then selecting the desired project.
When a new project is saved for the first time, the user can choose
either “Save” or “Save As”. When either is chosen, a pop-up window
appears that allows the user to specify the name of the file and the
directory in which to save it. The file will have a .gtw extension. For
subsequent saving of projects, the user can choose “Save” to

automatically save the project to the same file name in the same
directory as previously saved, or can choose “Save As” to specify a new
file name or directory.
Edit

From the “Edit” option, the user can choose to “Undo” the last action
taken, or “Redo” the last action for which the “Undo” button was
clicked. The “Undo” and “Redo” buttons can be used to backup or move
forward by up to 20 successive actions.
The “Cut” and “Copy” options can be used in order to cut or copy one or
more components on the screen. To cut or copy multiple components,
the user must first select them so that they are all highlighted with a
blue outline around each one in the Grid Area, and then click the “Cut”
or “Copy” buttons. “Cut” will remove the components from the Grid
Area, while “Copy” will leave the original components in tact.
When “Paste” is chosen, the selected component or components will be
pasted exactly 100 pixels down and 100 pixels to the right of where they
previously appeared. With the components still highlighted, the user
can then drag them to wherever they are desired by holding down the
left click button and using the mouse to move them. Any Wires that are
internal to the components being cut or copied will move with the
components (“internal” means that the wire is connected on both the
input and output ends to components which are being moved.)
Note: If a component that is currently attached to other components via
Wires is then “Cut” from the Grid Area, the external Wires will

disappear. When the component is pasted back to the Grid Area at a
100-pixel offset, it will be pasted without the Wires. This is a quick way
to delete Wires from a component.

View

From the “View” option, you can “Zoom In” and “Zoom Out” in the Grid
Area. Zooming out is useful for larger designs so that you can see more
of the design on the screen at one time. For convenience, there is also a
sliding scale located at the bottom right of the Grid Area indicated with
“+/-“, which achieves the same thing more quickly.
The “Snap to Grid” feature can be turned on or off by clicking on it.
Once the “Snap to Grid” feature is turned on, new components will be
placed on the grid so that the bottom and top edges of the components
align with grid lines. This is useful when lining up multiple components
neatly. Components can be moved around the working area by clicking
on them and dragging. However, when the “Snap to Grid” feature is
activated, the components will move in a stepped fashion between grid
lines.
Components that were already placed in the Grid Area before the “Snap
to Grid” feature was activated will remain in their original positions
without snapping to the nearest grid line. Likewise, the user can move
them around the Grid Area by dragging them, but they will always
remain off-center from the grid lines in the same relative position as
they first appeared.

The final option under “View” is the “Show Grid” option. When the
“Show Grid” option is activated, grid lines will appear in the Grid Area.
This is the default setting for the Grid Area. The grid lines can be
removed by clicking once on the “Show Grid” option in order to remove
the check mark appearing to the left of the option. Note that regardless
of whether the grid lines appear on the screen or not, the “Snap to
Grid” feature can still be utilized.
Tools

“Select”, “Pan”, and “Insert” are toggles so that only one can be checked
at a time. “Select” and “Insert” are used to place components in the
Grid Area, while “Pan” is used to move the viewing area for larger
projects. When “Pan” is checked, the mouse pointer will become a hand
symbol, and you can then click, hold and drag the mouse “hand”
in order to view different sections of the Grid Area.
Component

From the “Component” option, you can “Delete” or “Rotate” a
component, or “Create custom component”.

To “Delete” a component from the Grid Area, the component must first
be selected. Multiple components (and connecting wires) can be deleted
simultaneously by selecting all the components together and then using
the Delete option. You may also simply press the Delete key on the
keyboard to achieve the same effect.
Components in the Grid Area can be rotated one at a time or in groups
of components. To accomplish a rotation, first select one of more
components in the Grid Area. When the “Rotate clockwise” option is
chosen, the component (or group of components) will rotate 90 degrees
in the clockwise direction. When a group of components is rotated, the
individual components in the group will stay in the same position
relative to each other as the rotate.
Likewise, when the “Rotate counter-clockwise” option is chosen, the
component (or group of components) will rotate 90 degrees in the
counter-clockwise direction. Successive clicks on the rotation options
will continue rotating the selected components (or group of
components) 90 degrees at a time.
To use “Custom Components”, please see the separate section below
titled “Creating Custom Components” for a detailed discussion.

The Tool Bar

Every option in the Menu Bar can also be found in the Tool Bar. The
options have been placed in the Tool Bar for easier access. For a detailed
explanation of each feature, refer to The Menu Bar section of this
manual.

Logic Components

Overview
Logic Components are the building blocks of any logic circuit. The name
of each Logic Component is revealed by hovering the mouse pointer
over the icon in the Logic Component Bar.
Logic Components can be placed in the Grid Area by selecting one of
them and then clicking in the Grid Area in the desired location. Multiple
components can be placed quickly by clicking in multiple places on the
grid as long as the component is still selected. For more information,
see the Navigation section of this manual.
Each Logic Component does one or more of the following: (a) receives
one or more inputs from another logic component(s); or (b) produces
an output to be received by another logic component(s); or (c) both
receives and produces signals in a chain of logic components.
Logic Components are connected to each other using Wires. For a
discussion of Wires, how they work, and how to place them, please see
Connecting Wires in the Navigation section of this manual.
Note that the signals in and out of every component are either 1’s (a
high signal or “on” signal), which means current is flowing or 0’s (a low
signal or “off” signal), which means current is not flowing. The color of
the Wires and the Lights in a circuit will indicate the high/low status of
the circuit at various points along the way (see Lights below and
Connecting Wires in the Navigation section of this manual).
Certain properties of the components can be controlled using the
Component Properties parameters that appear when a particular
component is selected in the Grid Area (For a detailed discussion, see
the Properties Window section in this manual).

For users who are unfamiliar with logic components in general, please
refer to other sources before continuing with this manual.
Components
A brief explanation of each logic component (along with its Truth Table)
appears below:
Buffer Gate
The Buffer Gate receives one input and yields one output. The output
will always produce the same high/low status as the input. The main
purpose of a Buffer Gate is to add a slight delay to the signal in order, for
example, to assure that another signal in the circuit is received first. The
delay is so slight that it will not be observed by the user.
TRUTH TABLE
INPUTS OUTPUTS
0
0
1
1
Not Gate
The Not Gate receives one input and yields one output. The output will
always produce the opposite high/low status as the input.
TRUTH TABLE
INPUTS OUTPUTS
0
1
1
0

And Gate
The And Gate receives two inputs and yields one output according to the
Truth Table shown.
TRUTH TABLE
INPUTS OUTPUTS
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
Nand Gate
The Nand Gate receives two inputs and yields one output according to
the Truth Table shown. It is the equivalent of placing an And Gate
followed directly by a Not Gate.
TRUTH TABLE
INPUTS OUTPUTS
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
Or Gate
The Or Gate receives two inputs and yields one output according to the
Truth Table shown.
TRUTH TABLE
INPUTS OUTPUTS
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
Nor Gate
The Or Gate receives two inputs and yields one output according to the
Truth Table shown. It is the equivalent of placing an Or Gate followed
directly by a Not Gate.

TRUTH TABLE
INPUTS OUTPUTS
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
Xor Gate
The Xor Gate is pronounced “Exclusively Or”. It receives two inputs and
yields one output according to the Truth Table shown.
TRUTH TABLE
INPUTS
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1

OUTPUTS
0
1
1
0

Xnor Gate
The Xnor Gate is pronounced “Exclusively Nor”. It receives two inputs
and yields one output according to the Truth Table shown. It is the
equivalent of placing an Xor Gate followed directly by a Not Gate.
TRUTH TABLE
INPUTS OUTPUTS
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
Clock
The Clock produces an output only, with no inputs from other
components. When it is placed in the Grid Area, it will alternate between
delivering a high and a low signal in a pulsing fashion. When in the high
state, it will turn to yellow and in the low state it will remain white. It
begins pulsing the moment it is placed in the Grid Area regardless of
whether it is connected to another component or not. The pulse

interval can be controlled using the component’s Properties Window
(See the Properties Window section in this manual).

Light
The Light receives an input only, without producing any output signal
for another component. If it receives a 1 (high signal) from another
component, it will turn yellow to indicate that it is on. If it receives a 0
(low signal) from another component, it will remain white to indicate
that it is off. It will remain in the off position as long as it is not
connected to any other component.

Switch
The Switch produces an output only, with no inputs from other
components. When it is first placed in the Grid Area, it will remain in
the “off” position and will appear white in color. When the user places
the mouse over the component and clicks once, the Switch will toggle
into the “on” position, will turn yellow in color, and will send a 1 (high
signal) to any component it is attached to. Each subsequent left-click on
the component will toggle the Switch between the “on” and “off”
position changing its color accordingly and toggling the high/low signal
sent to any component it is attached to.

Zero
The Zero component produces an output only, with no inputs from
other components. It produces a constant 0 (low signal) to any
component it is attached to. It will always appear white.

One
The One component produces an output only, with no inputs from other
components. It produces a constant 1 (high signal) to any component it
is attached to. It will always appear yellow.

Button
The Button component produces an output only, with no inputs from
other components. When it is first placed in the Grid Area, it will be in
the “off” position, delivering a zero (low signal) to any component it is
attached to. It will appear white in color. When the user moves the
mouse over the component and left-clicks on it, the Button will switch to
yellow and deliver a one (high signal) for the length of time that the left
mouse button is held down (as if pressing a button). As soon as the user
releases the left mouse button, the Button component will return to
white and deliver a zero (low signal) to any components it is attached
to.

Display
The Display component receives four input signals, and displays a
number from 00 to 15 as its only output. The input signals represent a
binary number from 0 to 15, with the 1’s place being the topmost signal
and the 8’s place being the bottom signal (when the component is laid
out as pictured below). The corresponding decimal number is displayed
on the two 7-segment displays on the component. The Display
component shows “00” by default when it is not connected to another
component. See chart below for binary to decimal conversion.

Creating Custom Components

A Custom Component is a logic component that the user can make
himself/herself. It is created by combining several components
together, attached by wires, and then bundling them into one
rectangular component that serves the same function.
Custom Components can have both inputs and outputs. When making a
Custom Component, all inputs are represented by Switches, and all
outputs are represented by Lights. The user can replace the Switches
and Lights later, after the Custom Component is made, with other inputs
and outputs (like Buttons, Displays, etc.), but the Custom Component
must be created using Switches (for input) and Lights (for output) only.
Take the following steps to create a Custom Component.
1) First create whatever configuration of Logic Components and
Wires that are intended to be bundled together into a Custom
Component.
2) Make sure every input to the Custom Component has a Switch
attached and every output has a Light attached.
3) Drag (i.e. click and hold) the mouse to encompass all components,
including the Switches and Lights so that all the components to be
included in the Custom Component are Selected (highlighted with
a blue outline).
Example:

4) Click the Create Custom Component icon, so that a box will appear
around all the components to be bundled, including the input
Switches and the output Lights.
Example:

5) Click and drag each Switch and each Light so that it appears
outside the box on whichever side of the box (and in whichever
order) you would like that input or output to appear when the
Custom Component is created. For example, if you drag a Switch
outside the box on the left hand side, then an input node will be
created on the left hand side of the Custom Component.
Example:

6) When all Switches and Lights are dragged outside the box on the
sides that you prefer, then press “Enter”.
7) After pressing Enter, a dialog box will appear that allows the user
to name the custom component.
Example:

8) After naming the component, click OK. The Custom Component
will be created and will appear in the Grid Area next to the
original configuration.
Example

After creating the new Custom Component, it is completely independent
of the original configuration. The user may delete the original
configuration, if he chooses, and use the Custom Component instead.
The user may now connect whatever inputs and outputs he would like
to the Custom Component (the inputs and outputs no longer have to be
Switches and Lights).
As a reminder of what is contained inside the Custom Component, the
user can double-click on it in order to display the schematic. Press Esc
to go back to the regular view of the Custom Component.
The new Custom Component can be used in multiple locations by
copying and pasting it. If every copy of the Custom Component is
deleted from the Grid Area, then the Custom Component ceases to exist
and must be recreated from its original Logic Components.
Note: In the example pictures above, the inputs are all labeled “in” for
the custom component. This is because “in” is the default Name label
for each of the individual input Switches, and the user did not change
the default names prior to creating the Custom Component. To change
the default names (and therefore have those new names appear on the
Custom Component inputs), see the Properties Window section of this
manual.

Properties Window
Once a component is placed in the Grid Area, the Properties Window
can be used to see (and change) various properties of the component.
The information in the Properties Window is specific to each individual
instance of the component as it appears in the Grid Area.

In order to see the Properties of a particular component, the component
must be Selected in the Grid Area (i.e. it must have a blue outline such as
the Switch in the picture above). Each component will have the
following Properties displayed.
Name
The user can name each component by typing a name in this field.
Location
The user can see the current location of the component as measured in
pixels from the original top-left most corner of the Grid Area (which is
the 0,0 location. Location X increases to the right. Location Y increases
in a downward direction. The user can also change the X and/or Y
coordinates by typing new integers, which will cause the component to
move on the screen to the new location. If the component suddenly
disappears from the screen, it is likely because the user has typed in a
coordinate that does not currently appear on the screen. In this case,
using the +/- slider located at the bottom left of the screen will zoom out
to reveal the component in its new location. (Also see Zoom Out
function in The Menu Bar section of this manual).

Inputs
This number corresponds to the number of input signals the particular
component receives. If the number is grayed out, it means that the
number of inputs cannot be changed. Some components, however, can
have varying amounts of inputs as specified by the user. In these cases,
the user can type a number in the field to change the number of inputs.
An example of this is the And Gate as depicted here.

Rotation
The component is always first placed into the Grid Area with a “Right”
rotation. The user can change the rotation here in the Properties
Window or by using the “Rotation” option in the Menu Bar or the Tool
Bar.
Connections
Each connection, whether it is an Output or an Input is listed here. If
there are no wires currently connected to the Input/Output, it will state
“empty”. If a component is attached, it will specify the type of attached
component as well as its location. This section will also specify whether
a High or Low signal is currently passing into or out of the
Input/Output. This can be extremely useful in tracing electricity
through complicated circuits (Also see Tracing “Electricity” Through
Circuits in the Navigation section of this manual).
Comments
The user can type a comment about the component in this section in
order to keep complicated circuits organized.

Delay (ms)
For the Clock component only, an additional parameter appears called
the “Delay”. The Delay on a Clock defaults to 500 ms. The user can
speed up or slow down the Clock pulse by changing this parameter. The
fastest Clock pulse allowed is once every 50 ms. The slowest Clock
pulse if 5,000 ms.

